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Abstract

Structural changes in C15 Laves phases CeFe and TbFe during thermal analysis in a hydrogen atmosphere (0.1|5.0 MPa) were2 2

examined using pressure differential scanning calorimetry (PDSC) in order to compare conditions of hydrogen-induced amorphization
(HIA). In the pressure range investigated hydrogen absorption in CeFe always gives rise to HIA and no crystalline (c-) CeFe H hydride2 2 x

is formed. As the temperature increases, CeH precipitates in amorphous (a-) CeFe H and the remaining amorphous phase decomposes2 2 x

into CeH anda-Fe. On the contrary, hydrogen absorption in TbFe always leads to formation ofc-TbFe H hydride at near the room2 2 2 x

temperature. As the temperature increases,c-TbFe H transforms toa-TbFe H hydride, becomesa-Tb Fe H1Tb H or decomposes2 x 2 x 12y 2 x y 2

directly into TbH 1a-Fe depending on the hydrogen pressure. As the temperature increases, TbH precipitate ina-TbFe H hydride and2 2 2 x

the remaining amorphous phases decompose into TbH1a-Fe. The difference in the formation process of hydrogen-induced amorphous2

alloys between these compounds is discussed.
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1 . Introduction depend strongly on the hydrogen pressure [9]. That is, HIA
and precipitation of ErH occurs separately above 2.0 MPa2

Hydrogen-induced amorphization (HIA), i.e. the forma- H , butc-ErFe H hydride decomposes directly into2 2 x

tion of amorphous phases by hydrogen absorption, is ErH1a-Fe at low hydrogen pressure. However, it is still2

known to occur in intermetallic compounds with the C15, unclear whether hydrogen absorption and HIA occurs
L1 , D0 , C23 and B8 structures containing a metal with separately in CeFe . In the present work, pressure depen-2 19 2 2

high affinity to hydrogen [1–6]. Recently, the present dence of structural changes in C15 Laves phases CeFe2

authors have found out that structural changes in C15 and TbFe during thermal analysis in a hydrogen atmos-2

Laves phases RFe in 1.0 MPa H depend on a kind of R phere between 0.1 and 5.0 MPa is investigated in order to2 2

[7,8]. That is, hydrogen absorption in a crystalline state, elucidate conditions of HIA and its mechanism.
HIA, precipitation of RH in an amorphous phase and2

decomposition of the remaining amorphous phase into RH2

and a-Fe occur exothermally with increasing temperature 2 . Experimental
in RFe (R5Y, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy and Ho). On the contrary,2

hydrogen absorption and HIA occur simultaneously in C15 Laves phases CeFe and TbFe were prepared by2 2

CeFe , while HIA and precipitation of ErH do simul- arc melting of high-purity metals (99.9% Fe, Ce and Tb) in2 2

taneously in ErFe . Then, single-phase crystalline (c-) a purified argon atmosphere. These alloy ingots were2

CeFe H hydride and single-phase amorphous (a-) homogenized at 973 K for 1 week in an evacuated quartz2 x

ErFe H hydride are not formed in 1.0 MPa H . More tube. The ingot was pulverized (under 100 mesh) using a2 x 2

recently, the present authors have reported that HIA hand mill in acetone for preventing ignition and oxidation.
Thermal analysis of these alloy powders (under 100 mesh)
was carried out using pressure differential scanning*Corresponding author.
calorimetry (PDSC) at heating rates of 0.17 and 0.33 K/sE-mail address: aokiky@mail.kitami-it.ac.jp(K. Aoki).
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The powder sample was evacuated at the room temperature
and then hydrogen gas was introduced, that is, no activa-
tion treatment was done before thermal analysis. The
origin of each thermal peak was determined by heating the
samples to respective stages in PDSC followed by rapid
cooling, and by subjecting them to powder X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD), conventional DSC (Ar-DSC) in a flowing
argon (99.999%) atmosphere and the hydrogen analysis.
The hydrogen analysis was performed by the thermal
conductivity method.

3 . Results

Fig. 1 shows PDSC curves of CeFe heated at hydrogen2

pressures of 1.0, 0.2 and 0.1 MPa at rates of 0.17 and 0.33
K/s and the change in the hydrogen content (H/M). Two
or three exothermic peaks are seen in these PDSC curves.
In this figure, arrows indicate the temperatures at which the
heating was stopped and samples were rapidly cooled to
identify the structural changes.

Figs. 2 and 3 show XRD patterns and Ar-DSC curves of
CeFe , respectively, heated to the distinct stages in 0.22

MPa H at a rate of 0.17 K/s. The hydrogen content of the2

sample heated to above the first exothermic peak (to 473
K) is 1.24 (H/M). The XRD pattern of this sample shows
a broad peak, but does not show any Bragg peaks.
Furthermore, the Ar-DSC curve of this sample shows two
exothermic peaks of crystallization around 580 and 660 K.
Consequently, we can see that hydrogen absorption gives

Fig. 2. XRD patterns of CeFe after heating to respective stages of PDSC2rise to HIA in CeFe at the first exothermic peak in Fig. 1.2
at a rate of 0.17 K/s and H pressure of 0.2 MPa.2In the XRD pattern of the sample heated to 633 K, new

Fig. 1. PDSC curves of CeFe heated at hydrogen pressures of 1.0, 0.2 and 0.1 MPa H at rates of 0.17 and 0.33 K/s and the change in the hydrogen2 2

content (H/M).
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Fig. 3. Ar-DSC curves of CeFe after heating to distinct stages of PDSC2

at a rate of 0.17 K/s and H pressure of 0.2 MPa.2

Fig. 4. XRD patterns of CeFe heated at a rate of 0.17 K/s and at 0.22

MPa H .2

broad Bragg peaks of CeH appear overlapped with the2

broad peak. The Ar-DSC curve of this sample shows one
exothermic peak of crystallization. Consequently, the Since the Bragg peaks do not shift to the lower angle side
second exothermic peak in PDSC is due to precipitation of as shown in Fig. 4, noc-CeFe H hydride is formed in2 x

CeH in the amorphous phase. The XRD pattern of the CeFe . The XRD pattern of the sample heated to 640 K in2 2

sample heated to 710 K is indexed on the basis of CeH PDSC is indexed on the basis of CeH anda-Fe. Conse-2 2

and a-Fe and its Ar-DSC curve does not show any quently, the second prominent exothermic peak in PDSC is
exothermic peak of crystallization. These observations due to decomposition ofa-Ce Fe H into CeH1a-Fe.12y 2 x 2

indicate that the third exothermic peak in PDSC is due to Noc-CeFe H hydride is detected under the present2 x

decomposition of the remaining amorphous phase into experimental conditions.
CeH 1a-Fe. On the contrary, hydrogen absorption in TbFe always2 2

Fig. 4 shows XRD patterns of CeFe heated to the leads to formation ofc-TbFe H hydride near room2 2 x

distinct stages of PDSC in 0.1 MPa H at a rate of 0.33 temperature [10]. On heating,c-TbFe H transforms to2 2 x

K/s. The XRD pattern of the sample heated to above very a-TbFe H at high hydrogen pressure, becomea-2 x

weak exothermic peak (to 535 K) shows small Bragg Tb Fe H1Tb H at intermediate hydrogen pressure12y 2 x y 2

peaks of CeFe overlapped with the broad peak. In and decomposes directly into TbH anda-Fe at the lower2 2

addition, the Ar-DSC curve of this sample shows two hydrogen pressure [10]. As the temperature increases,
exothermic peak of crystallization (not shown). The hydro- TbH precipitate in the amorphous phase and the remain-2

gen content of this sample is 1.0 (H/M). Consequently, the ing amorphous phases decompose into TbH1a-Fe. The2

weak first exothermic peak at around 480 K in PDSC is hydrogen content inc-TbFe H , which transforms toa-2 x

due to hydrogen absorption forming an amorphous phase. TbFe H , isx54.8. On the contrary, the hydrogen content2 x
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Fig. 5. The peak temperature,T , of each reaction against the hydrogen pressure at two heating rates, 0.17 K/s (open symbols and dotted line) and 0.33p

K/s (solid symbols and solid line) for CeFe .2

in c-TbFe H , which decomposes intoa-Fe1TbH , is and HIA occur simultaneously in CeFe independent of the2 x 2 2

x53.6. hydrogen pressure. As the hydrogen pressure increases,Tp

for HIA and decomposition of the amorphous phase shift
to the lower temperature side, which implies that these

4 . Discussion reactions are controlled by the diffusion of hydrogen or Ce
which interacts with hydrogen. On the contrary,T forp

Fig. 5 shows the peak temperature of thermal reactions, precipitation of CeH shift to the high temperature side, so2

T , against the hydrogen pressure in CeFe for two heating that precipitation of CeH is not controlled by the diffusionp 2 2

rates 0.17 K/s (open symbols and dotted line) and 0.33 of hydrogen or Ce, but by the diffusion of Fe which does
K/s (solid symbols and solid line). Hydrogen absorption not interact with hydrogen.

Fig. 6. The peak temperature,T , of each reaction against the hydrogen pressure at two heating rates, 0.17 K/s (open symbols and dotted line) and 0.33p

K/s (solid symbols and solid line) for TbFe .2
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Fig. 6 shows the peak temperature of thermal reactions, alloy into TbH anda-Fe occur exothermally with increas-2

T , against the hydrogen pressure in TbFe for two heating ing temperature of TbFe above 0.5 MPa H . As thep 2 2 2

rates 0.17 K/s (open symbols and dotted line) and 0.33 hydrogen pressure increases, the peak temperatures of
K/s (solid symbols and solid line). As the hydrogen hydrogen absorption, HIA and decomposition of the
pressure increases,T for hydrogen absorption, HIA and remaining amorphous alloys shift to lower temperatures,p

decomposition of the amorphous phase shift to the lower but that of precipitation of TbH shifts to higher tempera-2

temperature side. Consequently, these thermal reactions are tures. As a result, HIA and precipitation of TbH overlap2

controlled by the diffusion of hydrogen or Tb, which reacts each other at 0.2 and 0.1 MPa H . HIA in TbFe may2 2

with hydrogen in the same way as CeFe . On the contrary, occur when the lattice expansion by absorbed hydrogen2

T for precipitation of TbH shift to the high temperature attains to the critical value.p 2

side, which indicates that precipitation of TbH is con-2

trolled by the diffusion of Fe atoms which does not react
with hydrogen. As a result of these pressure and tempera-A cknowledgements
ture dependences, HIA overlaps with precipitation of TbH2

at 0.2 MPa H at 0.33 K/s. On the other hand, no HIA2 This work was supported in part by a Grant-in-Aid for
occurs by heating of TbFe at 0.1 MPa H and 0.33 K/s.2 2 Scientific Research on Priority Areas A of ‘New Protium
Next, we discuss why HIA occurs above the critical Function’ from the Ministry of Education, Science, Sports
hydrogen pressure. As the hydrogen pressure increases, theand Culture.
amount of hydrogen absorbed in the crystalline phase
increases. When the lattice expansion induced by hydrogen
atoms exceeds the critical value, the collapse from the
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